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Freedom
of
A basic right

information:

The widest consultation is necessary to ensure the FOI Act lives
up to the expectations of the rakyat
by Anil Netto

ne of the most basic of
rights in a democracy is
the right to freedom of
information. This right
allows ordinary people to make
informed decisions and enables
them to hold politicians accountable.

O

In that sense, freedom of information and the right to information

are empowering. If the people do
not have the ability to obtain accurate information and make informed decisions, what is the
meaning of their right to freedom
of expression and assembly?
Access to relevant information allows ordinary people to participate and influence decision-making. They can also become
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whistle-blowers, holding those in
public office accountable.
That would make politicians
wary of engaging in corrupt or
unethical practices, whether in
procurement, award of contracts and dealings with Big
Business. The right to freedom
of information is therefore essential to good governance.

EDITOR'S

NOTE

First Selangor and now Penang. Both these states
are blazing the trail by being the first two to table
Freedom of Information Bills in their State Assemblies. Anil Netto sets the tone for Sarajun Hoda’s
cover story by reiterating that freedom of information is a basic right, without which other rights may
be rendered almost meaningless. FOI means just that:
information must be freely available, says Sarajun,
who examines the Selangor FOI Bill – only to find
that it leaves much to be desired.
Hishamuddin Yahaya then takes the BN to task
for failing to explain the Constitution and the socalled Social Contract to the people. Jeyakumar
Devaraj then examines how the NEP has morphed
into the NEM and critiques the economic orientation of the various political parties.
After all those critiques it’s time for the lighter
side as Soon Chuan Yean takes another look at
Zunar. Up close and personal, the cartoonist
extraordinaire is just a human being – funny, fond
of food, humble and friendly. So why are certain
parties so fearful of him? Another human interest story comes in the form of Andrew Lin’s account of the life and times of S P Seenivasagam,
the other half of the legendary Seenivasagam
brothers. Isn’t it a pity though that S P should go
down in history as such a greatly misunderstood
politician after having given his all for Ipoh?.
Finally, the Indian subcontinent comes under the
spotlight as Bonojit Hussain explores why the
Taliban have been able to engulf Afghanistan once
again. This is juxtaposed against a piece honouring
peace activists from India and Pakistan who have
worked hard to bridge the divide between the two
nations.
Aliran is an organisation for ‘social democratic
reform’. We advocate freedom, justice and
solidarity; comment critically on social issues, offer
analysis and alternative ideas keeping in mind
the national and global picture based on universal
human rights and spiritual values. We are listed
on the roster of the Economic and Social Council of
the United Nations. Founded in 1977, Aliran
welcomes all Malaysians above 21 to be members.
Contact the Hon. Secretary or visit our webpage.
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No wonder over 85 countries
around the world have enacted
freedom of information laws. The
Selangor state government’s decision to table an Freedom of Information Bill is a step in that direction. The state government has
already invited civil society
groups to provide feedback – and
they have had plenty to say about
the draft bill.
Now, the Penang state government is set to follow suit. Notwithstanding the state government’s
commitment to Competence, Accountability and Transparency,
its announcement that it too
would table an FOI Bill has
caught civil society activists in
Penang by surprise.
These plans to enact freedom of
information laws have generally been widely welcomed.
Civil society groups like the

Penang

Centre for Independent Journalism, however, are more cautious:
they say we we should hold back
on the standing ovation until
the state shows it is serious
about enacting a meaningful
FOI law. Such a law should include best practices in FOI legislation to ensure maximum
transparency and openness. In
fact, a good FOI law should guarantee the public access to reliable
and relevant information.
Among the key features that CIJ
pointed out should be included in
a meaningful FOI Act are the principles of maximum disclosure,
narrow exemptions, the protection of whistle-blowers, and the
routine publication of information. Simple procedures should be
in place to enable the public to
gain access to information at a
minimal cost. An independent
administrative oversight body too

Forum

3:

Calling

Do you want to be a municipal councillor in
Penang? Would you like to participate in pilot
elections to vote for the candidates of your
choice? A string of candidates have already
applied to become councillors and more are considering.
Becoming a councillor: closing dates
We are extending the closing date for candidates
to
apply
to
November
10,
2010.
Application Forms are available at http://
www.penangforum.net/sites/default/files/PF3Borang.doc
Just complete the form and submit to Aliran.
Candidates and manifestos
The list of candidates with their manifestos will
be posted on penangforum.net from 1 November
2010 onwards. The objection period will be from
1 Nov to 12 Nov. Please send in any objection to
the candidates to Penang Forum c/o Aliran.

all

Penang

has to be put in place.
Now that the Penang FOI Bill is
ready, let’s hope it will be made
widely available to the public.
(After all, it is a Freedom of Information Bill.). Early circulation of
the Bill would enable the public
to compare it with civil society’s
proposed bill, which was drafted
by a Freedom of Information Coalition. They would then be able to
find out if the Penang state government has included in its version of the Bill the key features
mentioned above and addressed
the shortcomings in the Selangor
FOI Bill, which Sarajun Hoda
highlights in the accompanying
article.
The widest consultation is necessary to ensure the finished product – an FOI Act - is meaningful
and lives up to the expectations
of the rakyat. q

residents

Registration of voters
All are welcome to register on the day of the forum on 14 Nov 2010 Sunday at 8.30am.
Early registration will help us a great deal. So
please email aliran@streamyx.com and provide
your name and contact number.

For enquiries
Penang Forum 3,
c/o Aliran,
103 Medan Penaga,
11600 Jelutong, Penang.
Email : aliran@streamyx.com
Phone : (04) 658 5251 during office hours,
Tuesday to Saturday.
Fax
: 658 5197
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A critique of the
Selangor FOI Bill
Freedom of Information must mean
exactly that: information must be freely
available. Regrettably, the Selangor FOI
Bill leaves much to be desired
by Sarajun Hoda Abdul Hassan
omeone once said,
“Truth stands on its
own legs but lies will
need the crutches of corrupt leaders.”

S

On 28 September 2010, Aliran was
invited to provide feedback on
Selangor’s proposed Freedom Of
Information (FOI) Bill after the second reading. There are two reasons for commending the
Selangor government:
1 . For taking a bold step that the
Barisan Nasional government,
intent on hiding their rot,
would never have dared.
2. For engaging civil society in

The Selangor State Assembly debating the FOI Bill.
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the process without which, it
cannot be a law for the people
but exploitation like what the
BN government does in Parliament and in negotiating FTAs
with foreign states.
Many other NGOs were asked to
provide their opinion and this
was Aliran’s turn to present its
views. As an Aliran exco member,
I was there representing the group.
The session was chaired by Saari
Sungib, the Hulu Kelang Assembly member. He was flanked by
state
assembly
members
Amiruddin bin Shari (Batu Caves)
and Dr Ahmad Yunus bin Hairi
(Sijangkang).

Broad

restrictions

I started by saying that, judging
by the contents of the FOI Bill, the
Selangor Government is not serious about freedom of information.
From the onset, the Selangor
government’s perception of the
Freedom Of Information (State of
Selangor) Enactment 2010 is inverted. Freedom Of Information
must mean exactly that. It must be
freely available.

The whole process of governance
must be transparent. Presently, it
is seriously myopic. Instead of information being made freely available (with few exceptions), the
Enactment, looked at holistically,
suggests exactly the opposite. Information is NOT freely available
(with a few exceptions). Instead
of limiting the restrictions, the Enactment limits the exposure of information that should be readily
available to the people.
The very concept of FOI collapses
at its initiation when the Selangor
Government submits that ‘any
person MAY be given access to information made by every
department’[Section 5(1)]. The
government is not serious. Information only may be given, not shall
be given, a fact that Teng Chang
Khim, the State Speaker, and
much later Charles Santiago, the
MP for Klang, admitted to me.
This is not being proactive in disseminating information to the
public.
Only information that is made
available is available. How about
information submitted by or de-

rived from the public? Take for
instance a tenderer for the supplies of stationery for the state
government. Even if the potential supplier is unsuccessful, the
information must still be available
for public scrutiny. We don’t
want pencils to be supplied at
RM50, do we? So why should
such information be out of bounds
to the public? The government is
not firm and serious in upholding the people’s right to information.
The flow of information is also
tightly held back [Section 2] under the pretext that:
• it might violate the OSA,
• it could be a breach of confidence or trade secrets,
• it would be prejudicial to relations, to the effective formulation of state policy, to development and the economy or to
security,
• it could risk frustrating state
policy,
• it could undermine any department or the effectiveness of
a test or audit.
All these restrictions are so broad,
subjective and vague, it just
doesn’t convince the people on the
streets that the FOI will be any different than that presently practised by the Barisan Nasional to
hide its rot.
It is clearly an opus of the ‘birds
of the same feather’, working with
pre-established mindsets and
mentality, that has unambiguously failed to produce the spirit
that many expect a Pakatan
Rakyat government to live up to.
The fact that the Bill has already
gone for two readings says a lot
about the Pakatan’s level of resourcefulness.
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But most restrictive of all are these
bits:
2.c.iii - any information if disclosed
would or would likely cause serious
prejudice to the administration of any
department or the state government
(this is too vague)
2( d) – any other documents which
may be specified, from time to time,
by the State Authority by notification
in the Gazette.
These two sections alone sufficiently throw a blanket over all
information and effectively, efficiently and effectually just close
all doors to any sort of information at all material times.

More

deterrents

Yet more deterrents are created.
One needs to state the reason and
purpose for the information applied. This in itself is against the
concept of freedom of information
and the right to that information.

There is also a fee imposed but not
specified. Does this suggest that
the state is selling the information? If the state’s worry is just the
cost or retrieving that information,
a RM1 fee should suffice. This is
because their remuneration and
the cost of materials and time is
already paid for by the people’s
money.
A response time of up to 30 days
is provided [Section 7(1)]. In this
information technology age, why
do they need such a long time? In
cases where life or liberty may be
at stake, a response time of even
seven days is still very long. Imagine a person arrested by the police, while trying to prove his innocence, is deprived of his freedom and then subject to confinement and possible torture or ill
treatment for that long, just because the state apparatus is so
inefficient?
The deterrents then turn fatal:
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• If there is no response to the application, one is to consider such
application rejected [7(3)];
• Access to the information may be
refused [(8(1)];
• The Information Officer may at
his discretion, arbitrarily decide
that the applicant is not entitled
to such information [8(1)a];
• If the information ‘does not exist’ or is ‘not in control of the department’ [8(1)b]. This section
read together with Section
13(1) – Every department may
refuse to indicate whether or not
it holds an information or refuse
to communicate information,
where to do so would involve the
disclosure of personal information
of an individual third party.
These provisions successfully kill
off the very spirit of freedom of information. The reasoning — disclosure of a third party — is too
wobbly and subjective. Who is the
Act protecting? The politician?
Government officials? These pro-

visions open up space to hide the
rot, to shield a corrupt act or to
protect the corrupt. They may be
conveniently used to protect cronies and blue-eyed employees. In
the Philippines FOI, the public
interest overrides the interest of a
person: the privacy rights of a person takes a back seat.

Crucial

components
missing

Under Section 12, every department is not required to comply
with an application for information which is vexatious or unreasonable or if there is a similar application from the same person
which has been complied with.
This raises several questions: who
decides what is vexatious or unreasonable? what is the standard
definition? why must one be prevented from re-seeking the information? Maybe the person who
wants the information the second
time around believes there could
be changes or new information.
Anyway, if the information can be
obtained once, why not twice?
This section challenges the very

spirit of FOI.
Under Section 14(2), the members
of the appeal board are appointed
by the state. This means firstly,
they will not be independent and
secondly, there is no independent
member representing civil society.
Section 14(4) makes the situation
more horrendous: ‘The state authority may revoke the
appointment of a
member of the Appeal
board without assigning any reason therefore.’ Now, this is even
worse than the situation faced by Suhakam
commissioners who,
in order to be fair and
just to the people, may unfortunately invite the state’s displeasure – but they still get to complete
their term. This section confirms
that the members will not be independent at all: they will be controlled by the state, subject to its
pressure and will have no choice
but to either strictly toe the line or
get kicked out.
The appeals board is not collegial
and does not work on a simple
majority. The Chairman shall not
be bound to conform to the opinions of the other two members or
either
of
them….[section
14(9)]…may make any order
whether or not provided for by,
and not inconsistent with, this
enactment [14(10)f] and an order
made by the appeal board before
it shall be final, shall not be called
into question in any court, and
shall be binding on all parties to
the appeal or involved in the matter [14(13)]. So, in effect, the Chairman can make any unilateral decision he wishes and cannot be
challenged in any court.
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The last nail to the coffin sends a
chilling effect - the most intimidating and offensive provision of
them all. Any person that uses any
information obtained under this
enactment contrary to the reason
and purpose of such application
made (Section 15(1)….commits an
offence liable on conviction, to a
fine not exceeding RM50,000 or to
imprisonment not exceeding five
years or both [Section 15(2)].
Looked at as a
whole, the Selangor
FOI Bill regrettably
leaves much to be
desired. It lacks two
other very crucial
components not
mentioned above.
Firstly, there is no provision for
proactive or automatic disclosure
or publication of documents (as
defined by the Evidence Act 1950)
of high public interest or whose
disclosure will promote democratic practices and good governance. A good example would be
the list of suppliers and their
prices for goods and services supplied to state government departments and the municipal councils.
The absence of a spirit of proactive and automatic disclosure of
information only confirms the
lackadaisical attitude of the
Pakatan
government
in
recognising that the community
right to information must be
strengthened.
Secondly, there is clearly no penalty for any restriction or denial
of right to access to information.
The state government and its departments have a million reasons

not to dispense information and
they are not punished for stemming or violating this public right.
Despite all these limitations, the
Selangor government must still be
congratulated for its daring and
its effort to initiate and bring about
a FOI law, which is something
Malaysia desperately needs. The
absence of such a law has allowed
the ruling federal government to
serve vested interests while hiding the rot and almost dictatorially ruling the people with an iron
fist.

Something

to

hide?

More than 80 countries around
the world are said to be putting in
place FOI in their respective countries and have at least adopted
access-to-information legislation.
Even the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union
(Article 42) states “any citizen of
the Union, and any natural or legal person residing or having its
registered office in a member state,
has the right of access to European parliament, Council and
Commission documents”.
Unfortunately, the Malaysian
government has failed to fully understand and appreciate the real
democratic practices that comes
along with FOI. Atrociously, it still
allows the undermining of the
fundamental principles of the Malaysian Constitution such as the
freedom of expression, association, movement, assembly and religion as well as the right to have
a free and fair trial.
Regretfully, it just doesn’t bother
the federal government if the judiciary is not seen to be dispensing
free and fair judgments, let alone

dispensing information required
for a fair and just
trial.
By holding on to
the draconian ISA,
the Sedition Act
1948, the Printing
Presses and Publication Act 1984
(PPPA), the Official Secrets Act
1972 (OSA), the
Universities and
University Colleges Act 1971
(UUCA) and the
Police Act 1967,
the government is
acting dictatorially
and ruling by intimidation.
In the eyes of the world, Malaysia
is seen as a state that fails to uphold the protection of human
rights and the assurance of public interest as enshrined and adequately safeguarded by the Federal Constitution. So it is time for
the Federal Government to have a
FOI Act of its own.
The government has obligations
under international laws such as
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Its ratification of other international declarations is increasingly coming
under world scrutiny.
It must be reminded that under the
UDHR and the ICCPR, ‘Everyone
shall have the right to freedom of
opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions
without interference and to seek,
receive and impart information
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and ideas through any media and
regardless of frontiers.’
Abid Hussein of India, who was
for nine years Special Rapporteur
to the UN on Freedom of Opinion
and Expression, fittingly opines
that “the right to seek and receive
information is not simply a converse of the right to freedom of
opinion and expression but a freedom on its own”.
The government must constantly
be reminded that they are a government of the people for the
people. They govern on behalf of
the people. Hence all the information belongs to the people. So,
what exactly is the logic for hiding information from the public?
Unless, of course, they have something to hide. q
Sarajun Hoda is an Aliran
executive
committee
member.

ETHNIC RELATIONS

Is BN guilty of criminal
negligence?
BN has failed to explain the Constitution and
the so-called Social Contract to the people
by Hishamuddin Yahaya
re our efforts to foster racial unity really doddering, as alleged by some?
Indications are that they
are. Incidents involving people in
responsible positions making derogatory racial remarks all point
to that direction. What these
people said is too sensitive to
quote here. But suffice to say they
were derogatory and racist remarks, which no amount of apology will erase.

A

Again what prompted the PM to
give a stern warning that the government would not tolerate such
sensitive issues being raised by
any quarter? The answer is simply that racial unity is still elusive,
and unless programmed and
implemented wisely, it will not
easily be achieved.
I am prompted to reminisce about
what the late Koh Kai Boh, a Cabinet Minister prior to the May 13
incident, said when he came to
Malaysia Hall, London to give a
briefing on the situation, weeks
after the infamous incident.
Among other things, he said, “the
government is guilty of criminal
negligence in not teaching and
explaining to the people our constitution.” Had that been done, he

said, the racial riot
could not have occurred. The late Koh
Kai Boh himself was
a lawyer.
In short, what the
former Minister meant
was, had the people
understood their respective rights and
obligations under the
country’s principal
law, things would automatically
have
fallen into place and
the racial outburst
would not have occurred. Understanding the constitution
would also teach the people that
to be a Malaysian is not just to be
a Malay, Chinese or Indian, but to
assume a nationality that is ‘Malaysian’. Race is relegated to nationality and only becomes relevant when applying personal
laws such as marriages and other
customary practices.
The United Kingdom is relevant
example. All citizens are British,
not English or Scottish or Welsh.
Though, to a small extent, regional
sentiments still exist, but on a
common front, they are one
Aliran Monthly : Vol.30(9) Page 10

people, “British”.

So-called
“Social Contract”
Forty one years later, the BN government still carries the same sin,
as pointed out by the late Koh Kai
Boh. In fact, another negligence
has been added to that: the BN’s
failure to explain what the socalled “Social Contract” is about.
Many do not know the existence
of the Social Contract and have
heard it only for the first time. Others think that it is a created thing

Stronger
deterrent
needed to protect
heritage
buildings

Letters must not exceed 250
words and must include the
writer's name and address.
Pseudonyms may be used. Send
letters or emails to Editor (see
page 3 for address details).
Views expressed need not reflect
those of Aliran. If e-mailing,
include message in the e-mail
body itself.

to justify the BN’s failure to
achieve the target for Bumiputra
economic participation. If, as
some quarters allege, a breach by
one party of this alleged Social
Contract is the reason for Malays
lagging behind economically,
then a manipulation of the issue
could create something really
frightening.
As a 71-year-old, I think the socalled Social Contract is best described as a vague, unpublished
agreement, concealed from public knowledge and made to surface at a convenient time, purely
for the BN’s political exigency.
But this is an issue too dangerous to toy about with. As citizens, we have the absolute right
to forewarn the powers-that-be
that there are other ways of gaining political support. Do not
follow the aphorism that in a
time of storm, any port will do.
It is simply self-destructive. And
we know that the BN is now in
a precarious position.

I am a resident around Pykett Avenue, Penang. The mansion on
that land was demolished. This
was done without any approval
given by MPPP. The matter was
actually reported in Kwong Wah
Yit Poh.
I believe the local council was
waiting for a report on the possible heritage status of the mansion before deciding whether
demolition order could be given.
I find it shocking that owners can
flout the law so easily. The own-

So that brings us the question how
a country ruled by a coalition of
race-based parties will fare with
the One Malaysia concept or any
other racial-integration programme for that matter. As each
party’s policy is governed by decisions made in the party’s convention, we wonder how consensus in Cabinet meetings can be
reached on issues touching on
race or a particular community.
But even when a “forced”
concensus is reached, when the
issue comes unstuck, it could invite disguised retaliation, which
would only exacerbate misunderstanding and dissatisfaction. So
that will take us back to square
one.
Every race-based political party
has a communal drive, which is
the reason for its successful formation. Spurred on by a feisty
party symbol, a race-based party’s
move along chauvinistic lines is
something ‘natural’ and to be expected; after all, race or commuAliran Monthly : Vol.30(9) Page 11

ers and ‘others’ may say that the
mansion has yet to be listed as
‘heritage’. If buildings can be demolished and the council can only
fine the owners, no heritage building in Penang is safe. What prevents owners from just demolishing any building even those listed
as heritage?
If a fine is the only deterrent, we
might as well kiss the Unesco listing goodbye. The only effective
deterrent is denial of planning
permission for the next 20 to 50
years!
Y C Lee
Penang

nal interest is its raison’d etre, without which it would not exist.
One has only to attend any racebased political party’s convention
and listen to the delegates’
speeches to realise how racist
their members are. It may sound
mortifying to these party members
but it’s the stark reality.
This is the foremost issue that each
Malaysian will have to think
about seriously. It’s either do
away with race-based political
parties or stay race-based, in
which case the country would forever remain divided along racial
lines and the One Malaysia concept would never be achieved.
And, in which case, the ISA would
be needed even more than ever
before. Now, the choice is ours!q

Dato
Hishamuddin
Yahaya is a lawyer and
former MP for Maran.

ECONOMIC

From the NEP to the NEM
A critique of Malaysian economic policy plus some preliminary
thoughts on the way forward
by Jeyakumar Devaraj
The

NEP

and

the

NEM

he NEP or New Economic Policy was promulgated by Malaysia’s
second Prime Minister,
Tun Abdul Razak in the early
1970s. Essentially, the NEP had
two major policy objectives – the
eradication of poverty and the restructuring of the economy to ensure that the Malay community
was fairly and proportionately
represented in the modern and
more productive sectors of the
economy. Elements of the NEP
were already being implemented
by the government even in the
1960s, but Razak’s policy statement consolidated and gave further legitimacy to
these measures. The
NEP saw a slew of
affirmative action
policies premised on
ethnicity, ranging
from special schools
for Malay students
to quotas for University admission and
preferential promotion of Malays in the
civil service and educational institutions
to licences, permits,
loans and grants to
encourage Malay
participation
in
business activities.

T

The NEP has made an impact
on Malay society. Though many
Malay families are still mired in
poverty, there has been a rapid
expansion of the Malay middle
class, with significant participation in all the professional
and technical fields of the modern economy. I would argue that
the Malay income distribution
would have been similar to that
of the Kadazans if not for the
NEP and the affirmative action
initiatives taken by the government.
The NEM was announced earlier
this year by Najib Razak,
Malayisa’s sixth Prime Minister.
The Malaysian political elite are

now very concerned that
Malaysia’s economic growth has
seemed to have stalled. Poorer
neighbours are succeeding in attracting more foreign direct investments (FDI) than Malaysia has
been for the past 10 years. Private
sector investment has fallen from
30 per cent of GDP in the 1990s to
its current 10 per cent. Professional talent has continued to flow
out from Malaysia. Malaysian
corporations are also investing
abroad! In their words – “Malaysia runs the risk of being stuck in
a middle income trap.”
The following analysis which
appeared in the 10th Malaysia
Plan document captures the essence of the BN elite’s
assessment of what
needs to be done:
Globalisation has intensified competition. This is
not the time to withdraw
but to accept and embrace
the rules of the game in
terms of global competition. It will require greater
effort to ensure that Malaysia continues to be a
beneficiary of globalisation. It requires a
united effort and policy
alignment towards a relentless pursuit of global
competitiveness and eco-
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nomic growth.
Transformation (of the economy) involves some temporary short term
economic dislocation. Potential short
term dislocation will need to be
viewed as an investment towards
medium term and sustainable gains
in higher income and quality of life
for all.
Specific policy initiatives to be undertaken towards driving the competitiveness of the domestic economy
includes the removal of distortionary
price controls and advancing
liberalisation, especially in the services sector. The government will continue to review and modernise regulations such as labour laws, towards
facilitating a well functioning market economy where appropriate price
signals will lead to efficient allocation of resources.
Priority will be given to regulations
that can materially improve the ease
of doing business in Malaysia, towards facilitating greater private investments and enabling the private
sector to be the engine of growth
- 10th Malaysia Plan Document. Pg
9 - 10

Is the NEM, a break
from the NEP?
On the face of it, there is a huge
change in the policy orientation
of the BN elite. The table on the
right summarises some of these
contrasts.
Many of the initiatives listed under the “NEM” were actually
started by Tun Dr Mahathir about
20 years back. But these have been
accepted and endorsed in the economic policy prescription put forward by Najib.

The Father (NEP)

The Son (NEM)

Massive land schemes to provide agricultural lots to thousands of landless Malay farmers.

Involvement of the corporate
sector in agriculture. Small
farmers are being crowded out.

Massive expansion of roads to
serve rural areas

Toll highways with favourable
terms for the concessionaries

Massive expansion of the public health services

Cannibalisation of the public
health Sector in the form of lucrative contracts for favoured
companies

Restriction of the scope of the
private sector to outpatient clinics

Massive expansion of the private sector in health, spearheaded by GLCs. Strong emphasis on health tourism as a
major growth sector.

Public provision of subsidised
tertiary education

Massive expansion of private
education with very lax quality control by the government

Employment provident fund set
up to provide for workers after
retirement

EPF funds used to bail-out
crony companies; Benefits to
members reduced.

Progressive taxation. Companies taxed 40 per cent of profits
up till 1988

Company tax has been reduced in stages to its current
25 per cent. We appear to be
chasing Singapore’s 19 per
cent! Government intent on
bringing in the GST.

Premised on an assessment that
the free market will not be able
to achieve certain societal goals,
thus necessitating the intervention of government

Premised on neo-liberal position that the unfettered market
is the only way to advance the
economy of the country.

BN leaders represented the
socio-economic elite. But they
were not direct major beneficiaries of government’s policies.

BN leaders are deeply embroiled in business activities.
They are the primary beneficiaries of government policies.
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But an
underlying

important
similarity

While there is a huge difference
in the stance of the BN elite towards the unfettered market and
the role of government intervention, one should not make the
mistake of thinking that the BN
elite of the 1960s and 1970s were
all closet socialists! The BN elite
of the 1970s were merely espousing positions that were held by
policy makers in the US and Britain at that time. It was a different
situation then. The Cold War was
at its height. The USSR seemed to
have won the race to space by
putting the first man into orbit via
the Sputnik. Cuba, Vietnam, Nicaragua, Chile, Guinea Bissau – the
periphery seemed in danger of defecting to the Soviet camp in large
numbers. It was imperative at that
time to give concessions to the
working people – social democratic policies had to be enacted.
Capitalism had to put on its most
human face!
The team around Razak strongly
supported the “Free World”
against the Communist Bloc - just
as Najib and his team embrace the
dictates
of
corporate-led
globalisation. The difference in
policy prescriptions from father to
son are mainly due to the fact that
the Cold War was won by the
“Free World” and a new unipolar global order has been created.
With the vanquishing of the Communist Bloc, corporate-led
globalisation no longer needs to
hide behind the veil of social
democratic welfare programmes.
These can be dispensed with and
are being dismantled the world
over – the attempt to reduce pension entitlements in France is just
another marker of that ongoing

process.

Criticism of
Najib’s NEM
The NEM is being criticised by
many parties, and for quite different reasons. Lets take a quick overview.
The
DAP/
Keadilan position is that they
are not convinced that the
government has
the commitment or
ability to
combat the
corruption and cronyism that has
become part of the standard operating procedure of the Malaysian
government. But DAP and
KeAdilan do not have any major
disagreement with the neo-liberal
thrust of the NEM – they accept
the need to canvass for FDI; they
accept health tourism; they accept
the privatisation of tertiary education; they believe that Malaysia
can compete and succeed in certain “niches” of the global
economy (one of the NEM strategies); and they see the ‘logic’ of
bringing in the GST so that corporate taxes can be reduced.
The Pas position
is more complex.
While they share
the
DAP
/
Keadilan criticism mentioned
above, given their
grassroots connections, Pas is
more warier of measures such as
the GST and the removal of subsidies. Their perception of the US
as the oppressor in Iraq, Palestine
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and Afghanistan dampens their
enthusiasm for Free Trade Agreements with the US and Europe.
They are ambivalent with regard
to developing the financial sector
which is premised on riba or the
charging of excessive interest,
however much one repackages it
to seem like ‘profit sharing’. I may
be wrong, but I do not think that
Pas has harmonised these different strands of reaction into a coherent policy position, and this
again is due to the fact that there
are differing positions within Pas
itself regarding these issues.
The Umno contractor–Perkasa
position is much
simpler. They see
the attempts to
liberalise
the
economy as an attack on the privileges that they are enjoying now.
Greater transparency and
rationalisation in the giving of
contracts might adversely affect
their chances of getting contracts.
The removal of the 30 per cent equity requirement for investment in
27 service sub-sectors is particularly ominous for it indicates the
government may actually put
some of these ideas into practice!
Many people do not realise the
extent to which Malay businessmen are tied to the apron strings
of the government. Let me just cite
a few examples:
-

-

the Public Infrastructure Coordination Project (PIA) and the
Basic Infrastructure Project
(PIAS) programmes which
have been giving contracts totalling RM1 billion each year
to Bumiputra Class F contractors from 2006 till now;
SMiDEC or the Small and Medium Industry Development

-

-

Corporation gave out 4,270
grants totalling RM 143.3 million in 2009;
the Defence Ministry has issued a letter of intent to DRBHicom to buy 257 armoured
personnel carriers (APC) at a
cost of RM31 million per APC.
The catch is that the most expensive APC on the market is
only about RM10 million!
the GLC vendor programme.

Given the extent to which this
small but influential stratum of
Malay businessmen are benefiting
from the current pro-Bumiputra
policy, it is not difficult to appreciate that they will fight tooth and
nail against anyone who tries to
dismantle their net of privileges,
even if he happens to be the Prime
Minister! And they will be prepared to play dirty – using race,
the issue of special privileges, and
religion.
The PSM’s critique of Najib’s
NEM, is somewhat different, for
it takes a much
wider historical
perspective. It is premised on three
overlapping analyses. These are:
1 ) The world economy is facing
serious problems and one of
the main causes of the problem
is the failure of aggregate demand to provide adequate investment opportunities for the
growth of capital. Aggregate
demand has been undermined
by the migration of manufacturing and even services from
higher wages economies of the
West to China, India and other
Third World countries.
The reduction of subsidised

government social services is
another cause for the failure of
demand to expand. This problem of under-consumption is
beyond the power of national
governments to regulate, and
thus will remain a feature of
the world economy, forcing
surplus capital into speculative investments, while also
predisposing the global system to recurrent recessionary
cycles.
2) Succeeding within the framework
of
corporate-led
globalisation will require Malaysia to join in the ‘race to the
bottom’ - the race to shift the
tax burden from the economic
elite and the corporations to
the ordinary people; the race
to lower protection for workers; the race to commodify basic needs such as health, housing and education and rely on
the market to supply these. It
is a race that will make the ordinary people of all countries
losers!
3) The global capitalist economy
is reaching the physical limits
of growth: oil reserves will be
running down within the next
generation and global warming is a dangerous possibility.
We just cannot strive to have
the global economy expanding
at 5 per cent per year for the
next 50 years. The ecosystem
just will not take it. And if there
is significant climatic change,
the poor in Asia and Africa
will be among those who will
starve in the millions. We will
see the barbarism that Rosa
Luxemburg talked about
when the elite of the world use
force to keep the starving
masses from their stocks of
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food, and out of the agricultural land that they claim is
theirs!
Therefore the PSM would argue
that we need a Green-Left approach to the issue of economic
development of the country and
the world. We would argue for a
smaller, less wasteful economy.
We would argue for productive
assets to be held by the community and not individuals and corporations. We would argue that
the concept “Intellectual Property
Rights” should be consigned to
the dustbin – knowledge is the
heritage of humankind and cannot be claimed by individuals! In
short we would argue for a socialist economy!

A

hegemonic shift
required

A groundswell of anger has been
ongoing over the process of corporate-led globalisation that is
withdrawing in stages, more and
more elements of the welfare concessions granted by the elite to the
ordinary people during the period
of 30 years after World War II. The
current protests in France over the
curtailment of pension benefits is
an example. But until a significant
number of people come to see that
an alternative social order is possible, these protests will only delay the neo-liberal cut being proposed, or at most lead to a regime
change (as opposed to a system
change). They are akin to the peasant revolts that only changed the
king, but left the system of feudalism in place.
Too many people the world over
believe Thatcher’s proclamation
that “there is no alternative” to
corporate led-globalisation. We

need to shape up and compete on
the terms offered by the current
neo-liberal system or risk being left
out of economic development.
This belief is coupled with the
perception that the socialist alternative is defunct – it was given a
fair try in the 20th century but was
not practical and led to terrible
human right abuses.
If we want to promote a socialist alternative as the way forward for humanity, we need to
take these “Thatcherite” perceptions on and explain, without
too much heat (without getting
angry and calling anyone
names!), in language that can be
understood by those who have
not attended ‘ideology classes’,
why we believe these positions
are wrong. We need to work towards a hegemonic shift in
people’s perceptions on what
kind of society is possible!
This obviously will have to be a
major undertaking, but let me just
sketch out what I think will be
among the major issues that we
would have to deal with in Malaysia.
The reactions most ordinary Malaysians would have to the proposal that we need to work towards a socialist transformation
of society include the following:• Malaysia has done fairly well
participating in the global free
enterprise system. Why not readjust ourselves to continue
participating and benefiting in
the free enterprise system?
Otherwise we run the risk of
becoming isolated and backward like Burma or North Korea.
• The socialist system is an eco-

nomic failure
• You need entrepreneurs to
grow the modern economy
• Central planning is unwieldy,
bureaucratic and inefficient.
• There are serious disincentives
to hard work in the communal
system of production.
• Even socialist countries such
as China and Vietnam are turning to capitalism to further develop their economies. They
are so keen to join the WTO,
and they are also seeking to
bring in FDI.
• The socialist system will lead
to a totalitarian state. It is not
compatible with democracy.
The free enterprise system is
the only economic system that
will facilitate the democratic
political process.
• The requirements of a socialist
system are contrary to human
nature. So the regime will need
to use authoritarian measures
to compel the population to
follow the laws of the socialist
state.
The hegemonic shift we need to
bring about requires that each of
these perceptions has to be addressed honestly and in a rational manner that the majority will

find convincing. Getting angry
with “these reactionaries” and
blustering or just throwing out
socialist jargon will certainly not
help win adherents to our cause!
And addressing these perceptions convincingly requires that
we have to accept that certain aspects of these perceptions are true
– for example the first one above
stating ‘Malaysia has done fairly
well’ within the global capitalist
system. I think we need to acknowledge that. My reasons for
saying so: there are currently more
than 3 million foreign workers
from Indonesia, Bangladesh and
Nepal working here. In terms of
creation of employment opportunities and wage rates, Malaysia
is better that these countries,
which were also former colonies
that attained Independence at
about the same time as Malaysia.
That is why so many of their workers come here to work.
My understanding is that Malaysia emerged from the colonial period in a much better state economically compared with Indonesia, Nepal and Bangladesh.
And the main reason for this was
that the colonialists were able to
integrate Malaya into the global

The table below summarises data from the WHO website
Selected
elected Socio-economic indices of several countries.
(WHO website – figures pertain to 2007)

Malaysia
Indonesia
Nepal
Vietnam
Bangladesh

Per capita
(PPP - US $)

Life Expectancy
(M/F)

<5 mortality
(per 1000
lifebirths)

12,160
3,310
1,010
2,310
1,230

69/74
66/69
62/63
69/75
63/63

12
34
59
17
69
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thing.

capitalist economy much more
thoroughly as compared to Indonesia (which was colonised by a
weaker, less vibrant capitalist
power), Bangladesh (because
there was relative scarcity of land
there, given its huge population)
and Nepal (land locked).
However despite conceding that
there is some truth in this perception, I think it is still possible to
argue that we need a paradigm
shift in Malaysia’s economic trajectory, and here arguments based
on the three points (in the critique
further above) need to be put forward in a consistent and convincing manner.
Similarly, working towards this
‘hegemonic shift’ in popular
imagination requires that we need
to re-examine some of the sacred
cows that characterised ‘socialist’
economies. The issue of a centrally
planned economy is one of these. I
think it is undeniable that it led to
shortages and the production of
poor quality consumer goods for
the population. We need to study
exactly how Centralised Planning
functioned in the USSR and what

the real problems were. We need
to study the Yugoslavian experiment with the use of the market to
facilitate and regulate distribution
of consumer goods.
In attempting to do all this we
need to develop more precise
terms – at present the term “free
market system” is used as a synonym for “capitalism”. What then
should we call a situation where
production units are controlled
and managed by workers but the
distribution of the products
among themselves and to the general public is through the mechanism of prices determined by supply and demand? Such a system
of production and distribution
does not require centralised planning of every single item of the
economy, but would be a clear
departure from production for the
profit of individuals or corporations. Some of the ‘old school’
would consider this idea “sacrilegious”. We need an internal debate to clarify our thoughts about
this issue before we can turn to
convincing the general public that
the system we are putting forward
is not some pie in the sky kind of a
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The issue of the system of incentives for workers in a socialist
economy also has to be addressed.
Collectivisation in the USSR in
the late 1920s led to a massive
drop in agricultural output. Agricultural output went up markedly
in China when Deng’s reforms led
to the allocation of part of the land
held collectively to individual
farmers. We have to study examples such as these to be able to
say how we would order things
differently in the socialist society
we are proposing as an alternative to the neo-liberal mess we are
living in.
All these are huge issues, and it is
not within the framework of this
commentary on the NEP and NEM
to address all of these. However
these and the other issues listed
above (and perhaps several others) have to be addressed by those
of us who believe that the socialist alternative is not only viable,
but that it represent the only hope
for mankind if we wish to forestall
the descent into barbarism Rosa
Luxemburg spoke of. We have to
seriously turn our minds to these
issues and clarify our positions
such that we can present a coherent, well thought out alternative
to convince the general public that
we are not some angry anarchic
misfits but are well connected to
reality, and are espousing an alternative model of human society
that is both desirable and attainable. q

Jeyakumar Devaraj is the
Member of Parliament
for Sungai Siput.
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ARTS & CULTURE

The other side of
A personal note

Zunar:

Up close and personal, Zunar is just a human being - funny,
fond of food, humble and friendly. So why is he so feared by
certain parties?
by Soon Chuan Yean
hen Zunar was ar-

on 24 SeptemW rested
ber 2010, many wrote
about his arrest. News
and interviews, reports and
blogs, Facebook updates and
SMS messages, all full of the circumstances surrounding his arrest and the
raids on his ‘Cartoono-phobia’.

to express their dissatisfaction,
disappointment and angst at
the politicking among politicians in the midst of an oppressive setting.

There is another sometimes neglected aspect of Zunar: the
non-political aspect.

No doubt, when one mentions

When I first arrived at his firm
Sepakat Efektif on 23
September,
Zunar
opened the door for me
and then sat down on
his chair. It was quite unlike my first personal
meeting with Zunar a
few months earlier. He
was full of zest then,
coming to greet his
guests with full attention and engaging in
conversation on the the
issues and analyses of
the day..

This
phenomenon
showed that Zunar
has indeed become a
political figure, not in
the way of realpolitik,
but more in relation to
the politics of freedom
of expression in Malaysia.
Zunar’s cartoons and
satire have shown up
Malaysia’s cartoonlike politics - his way
of showing a ‘middle
finger’ to gutter politics. Perhaps, judging
from the public response to
and support for Zunar, his cartoons have helped Malaysians

Zunar, his public image cannot
be separated from the Malaysian political scenario.
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Zunar,

a

mere

human

This time, though, he
was a bit quiet and the
usual energetic and talkative Zunar was not
there. We then started
to have a little chat and
began to work on his cartoons
publication for a journal. Then
slowly, Zunar started to talk

more, not so much about his
cartoons but on his ideas and
plans. He told me about his
plans to get the word “cartoono-phobia” into the dictionary,
making it as a formal English
term for people to understand
this phobia in the Malaysian
political scenario.
He also plans to publish his
books into two other languages, namely Bahasa Melayu
and Mandarin, as encouraged
by his fans. He wants to apply
for a grant to go overseas to
draw his next set of cartoons.
(During the launching, guest
speaker Nizar Jamaluddin, the
ousted Chief Minister of Perak,
mentioned that Zunar already
has a 10-year plan to draw a
set of cartoons about the future
Malaysia political scenario,
showcasing the collapse of the
BN regime).
At this point, Zunar livened up
to his usual talkative self.
I realized that, Zunar could
sometimes have his moment of
tiredness. Perhaps, his work,
his travels, all the entertaining
with friends and guests and his
encounters with the authorities
have contributed to fatigue –
as it would for many of us as
well. After all, we are merely
human.

Zunar, the great
“kaki makan” with
definite
strokes
My first lunch with Zunar was
a few months ago, when we
went to a warung makan for the
Malay version of ‘economy rice’.

The place was located somewhere along the street behind
Sepakat Efektif. To be frank, the
food was just okay-lah.
But my lunch with Zunar on 23
September was somewhat different. The restaurant (not the
fancy one) was serving the
usual Indian bread, nasi kandar
and mee goreng. Zunar, accompanied by another friend,
brought us there because of the
good chapatti there. Unfortunately, it was not good either
because the previous owner or
cook was different. When the
chapatti was served, Zunar immediately knew that it was different. So he scrutinised the
chapatti and concluded it was
made using different flour; thus
it was not crispy and too dry.
As for drinks, he recommended that we try cow ‘s milk
tea. And yes, that was delicious
- thanks to Zunar.
When Zunar’s wife was giving
her speech during the book
launch, she mentioned that
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Zunar “cannot miss his meal.
If air enters his body (angin
masuk badan) he will be very
very cranky; you will not (like
to) see a cartoonist when he is
cranky.” Fortunately during
the arrest, he was given one
and half slices of roti canai; yet,
Zunar was complaining to the
police personnel: “Why the roti
is hard (to chew), don’t you
guys know how to buy (delicious ones)?”
Zunar’s ‘crankiness’ extends to
the authorities. He is as
straightforward and bold as
his cartoons on Malaysian politics. His cartoon styles do not
contain any symbolism or latent meaning in reflecting reality. The cartoons are straight
to the point, clear-cut, bold and
naked, unashamedly leaving
only limited space for readers
to interpret.
So that’s Zunar. His ‘crankiness’ and fondness for food
resemble his courage and boldness in using clear, definite

Fazlina Rosley
presenting
“Cartoon-O-Phobia”
T-Shirt to Datuk
Nizar Jamaluddin,
the former Chief
Minister of Perak,
who was the guest
speaker at the
launch.

strokes in his cartoons.

the

Zunar
and
missing smile

After lunch, we went back to
Sepakat Efektif for some unfinished business. As usual, we
asked for a photo session with
him.
Zunar recalled that people told
him that he does not smile when
being photographed. (If you
look at Zunar’s facial expression, he does have more of a
serious and critical look rather
than a ‘smiley cartoon’ face.) But
Zunar insisted that he does
have a smiling face whenever
there is a photo session. We then
tried to get into position for the
photo session. Zunar then
teased the other friend that he
would be able to smile since he
was standing beside his fancum-admirer, which made us all
burst out laughing.
Those who know Zunar well
enough or as passers-by, will

notice that when he speaks, it
is always accompanied or followed with a laugh, not from
the listeners but more from
himself. In other words, Zunar
seems to be a ‘happy’ and
‘funny’ guy. This ‘funny’ side
of Zunar, carries into his cartoons that are satire - politically
stern, but framed within an
informal, loose, LOL (laughing
out loud) makeup.
One example of his cartoon that
caught my attention was the
one with the 1Malaysia concept
(or is it, one wife concept?)
Zunar, who does not ‘smile’ on
the surface, always has a
‘happy’ and ‘funny’ heart. Perhaps, his talent is born within
this ‘funny’ inner being of his.

Zunar,
and

friendly
humble

Over lunch, we discussed
many issues revolving around
PKR and Selangor governance.
Different views and ideas sur-
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faced from us, generating a
good and productive discussion. The way he engaged in
conversation with the young
like us, was not to impose his
ideas forcefully or to condemn
us. It reminded me of my interview with him on how he
trains his the young cartoonists. For him, cultivating the
younger generation of cartoonists is important as the
younger generation have
“fresher ideas that sometime I
do not have”. This is humility.
Up close and personal, Zunar
is just a human being - funny,
fond of food, humble and
friendly. It makes one wonder
why Zunar is so feared by certain parties. Zunar himself had
the answer to that: “They fear
because they are weak. Then
they tend to suppress and stop
others.” q

Soon Chuan Yean is an
Aliran exco member

POLITICS

Bring back the old, truly
Malaysian,
days
1Malaysia is empty because it is propagated by a government
supported by a racially-based party system that is the chief
cause of our inability to grow up in our race relations.
by Tengku Razaleigh Hamzah
have played some small
role in the life of this nation, but having been on
the wrong side of one or
two political fights with the powers that be, I am not as close to the
young people of this country as I
would hope to be. History, and the
8 o’clock news, are written by the
victors. In recent years the
government’s monopoly of the
media has been destroyed by the
technology revolution.

I

You could say I was also a member of the United Kingdom and
Eire Council (UKEC) for Malaysian students. Well I was, except
that belonged to the predecessor
of the UKEC by more than 50
years, the Malayan Students
Union of the UK and Eire. I led
this organisation in 1958/59. I
was then a student of Queen’s
University in Belfast, as well as at
Lincoln’s Inn. In a rather cooler
climate than Kota Bharu’s. We
campaigned for decolonisation.
We demonstrated in Trafalgar
Square and even in Paris. We
made posters and participated in
British elections.
Your invitation to participate in

Tengku Razaleigh

the 4th Annual Malaysian Student
Leaders Summit (MSLS) was prefaced by a an essay which calls for
an intellectually informed activism. I congratulate you on this.
The Youth of today, you note,
“will chart the future of Malaysia.” You say you “no longer want
to be ignored and leave the future
of our Malaysia at the hands of
the current generation”. You
“want to grab the bull by the
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horns… and have a say in where
we go as a society and as a nation”.
I feel the same, actually. A lot of
Malaysians feel the same. They are
tired of being ignored and talked
down to.

Just do it
You are right. The present generation in power has let Malaysia

Soekarno

Zhou En-lai

Nehru

Leaders of the Afro-Asian Movement

down. But also you cite two
things as testimony of the importance of youth and of student activism to this country, the election
results of 2008 and “the Prime
Minister’s acknowledgement of
the role of youth in the development of the country”.
So perhaps you are a little way yet
from thinking for yourselves. The
first step in “grabbing the bull by
the horns” is not to require the
endorsement of the Prime Minister, or any Minister, for your activism. Politicians are not your
parents. They are your servants.
You don’t need a government slogan coined by a foreign PR agency
to wrap your project in. You just
go ahead and do it.
When I was a student our newly
formed country was already a
leader in the post-colonial world.
We were sought out as a leader in
the Afro-Asian Conference which
inaugurated the Non-Aligned
Movement and the G-77. The
Afro-Asian movement was led by
such luminaries as Zhou En-lai,
Nehru, Kwame Nkrumah,
Soekarno. Malaysians were seen

as moderate leaders capable of mediating between these more radical leaders and the West. We were
known for our moderation, good
sense and reliability.
We were a leader in the Islamic
world as ourselves and as we
were, without our leaders having
to put up false displays of piety.
His memory has been scrubbed
out quite systematically from our
national consciousness; so you
might not know this or much else
about him, but it was Tengku
Abdul Rahman who established
our leadership in the Islamic
world by coming up with the idea
of the OIC (Organisation of Islamic
Countries) and making it happen.
Under his leadership, Malaysia
led the way in taking up the antiapartheid cause in the Commonwealth and in the United Nations,
resulting in South Africa’s expulsion from these bodies.
Here was a man at ease with himself, who made it a policy goal that
Malaysia be “a happy country”.
He loved sport and encouraged
sporting achievement among Malaysians. He was owner of many
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a fine race horse. He called a press
conference with his stewards
when his horse won at the
Melbourne Cup. He had nothing
to hide because his great integrity
in service was clear to all. Now
we have religious and moral hypocrites who cheat, lie and steal in
office, who propagate an ideologically shackled education system
for all Malaysians while they
send their own kids to elite academies in the West.

The

glory

days

Speaking of football. You’re too
young to have experienced the
Merdeka Cup, which Tunku
started. We had a respectable side
in the 1960s and 70s. Teams from
across Asia would come to play
in Kuala Lumpur, teams such as
South Korea and Japan, whom we
defeated routinely. We were one
of the better sides in Asia. We won
the bronze medal at the Asian
games in 1974 and qualified for
the Moscow Olympics in 1980.
Today our FIFA ranking is 157 out
of 203 countries. That puts us in
the lowest quartile, below
Maldives (149), the smallest coun-

try in Asia, with just 400,000
people living about 1.5 metres
above sea level who have to worry
that their country may soon be
swallowed up by climate change.
Here in Asean we are behind Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore,
whom we used to dominate, and
one spot above basketball-playing
Philippines.
The captain of our illustrious
1970s side was Soh Chin Aun.
Arumugam, Isa Bakar, Santokh
Singh, James Wong and Mokhtar
Dahari were heroes whose names
rolled off the tongues of our
schoolchildren as they copied
them on the school field. It wasn’t
about being the best in the world,
but about being passionate and
united and devoted to the game.
It was the same in badminton, except at one time we were the best
in the world. I remember Wong
Peng Soon, the first Asian to win
the All-England Championship,
who then just dominated it
throughout the 1950s. Back home
every kid who played badminton
in every little kampung wanted to
call himself Wong Peng Soon.
There was no tinge of anybody
identifying themselves exclusively as Chinese, Malays, Indians. Peng Soon was a Malaysian
hero. Just like each of our football
heroes. Now we do not have an
iota of that feeling. Where has it
all gone?
I don’t think it’s mere nostalgia
that makes us think there was a
time when the sun shone more
brightly upon Malaysia. I bring
up sport because it has been a
mirror of our more general performance as a nation. When we were
at ease with who we were and
didn’t need slogans to do our best

together, we did well. When race
and money entered our game, we
declined. The same applies to our
political and economic life
Soon after independence we were
already a highly successful developing country. We had begun the
infrastructure building and diversification of our economy that
would be the foundation for further growth. We carried out an
import-substitution programme
that stimulated local productive
capacity. From there we started an
infrastructure build-up which
enabled a diversification of the
economy leading to rapid industria-lisation. We carried out effective programmes to raise rural income and help the landless with
programmes such as Felda. Our
achievements in achieving
growth with equity were
recognised around the world. Our
peer group in economic development were South Korea, Hong
Kong, Singapore and Taiwan, and
we led the pack. I remember we
used to send technical consultants
to advise the South Koreans.

... and then the slump
By the lates 1990s, however, we
had fallen far behind this group
and were competing with Thailand and Indonesia. Today, according to the latest World Investment Report, FDI (Foreign Development Investment) into Malaysia is at a 20-year low. We are entering the peer group of Cambodia, Myanmar and the Philippines as an investment destination. Thailand, despite a monthlong siege of the capital, attracted
more FDI than we did last year.
Indonesia and Vietnam far outperform us, not as a statistical blip
but consistently. Soon we shall
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have difficulty keeping up with
the Philippines. This, I believe, is
called relegation. If we take into
account FDI outflow, the picture
is even more depressing. Last year
we received US$1.38 billion in investments but US$ 8.04 billion
flowed out. We are the only country in Southeast Asia which has
suffered net FDI outflow. I am not
against outward investment. It
can be a good thing for the country. But an imbalance on this scale
indicates capital flight, not mere
investment overseas.
Without a doubt, Malaysia is slipping. Billions have been looted
from this country, and billions
more are being siphoned out as
our entire political structure
crumbles. Yet we are gathered
here in comfort, in a country that
still seems to ‘work.’ Most of the
time. This is due less to good management than to the extraordinary
wealth of this country. You were
born into a country of immense resources both natural, cultural and
social. We have been wearing
down this advantage with mismanagement and corruption.
With lies, tall tales and theft. We
have a political class unwilling or
unable to address the central issue of the day because they have
grown fat and comfortable with a
system built on lies and theft.

No

endorsements
needed

It is time to wake up. That waking
up can begin here, right here, at
this conference. Not tomorrow or
the day after but today. So let me,
as I have the honour of opening
this conference, suggest the following:
Overcome the urge to have our

hopes for the future endorsed by
the Prime Minister. He will have
retired, and I’ll be long gone when
your future arrives. The shape of
your future is being determined
now.
1 ) Resist the temptation to say “in
line with” when we do something. Your projects, believe it
or not, don’t have to be in line
with any government campaign for them to be meaningful. You don’t need to polish
anyone’s apple. Just get on
with what you plan to do.
2) Do not put a lid on certain issues as “sensitive”because
someone said they are. Or it is
against the Social Contract. Or
it is “politicisation”. You don’t
need to have your conversation
delimited by the hyper-sensitive among us. Sensitivity is
often a club people use to hit
each other with. Reasoned discussion of contentious issues
builds understanding and
trust. Test this idea.
3) It’s not “conservative” or “liberal” to ask for an end to having politics, economic policy,
education policy and everything and the kitchen sink determined by race. It’s called
growing up.
Don’t let the politicians you have
invited here talk down to you.
Don’t let them tell you how bright
and “exuberant” you are, that you
are the future of the nation, etc. If
you close your eyes and flow with
their flattery you have safely
joined the caravan, a caravan taking the nation down a sink hole.
If they tell you the future is in your
hands, kindly request that they
hand that future over first. Ask

Our independence was achieved through a demonstration of unity by the
people in supporting a multiracial government led by Tengku Abdul
Rahman.

them how come the youngest
member of our cabinet is 45 and is
full of discredited hacks? Our
Merdeka cabinet had an average
age of below 30. You’re not the
first generation to be bright. Mine
wasn’t too stupid. But you could
be the first generation of students
and young graduates in 50 years
to push this nation through a
major transformation. And it is a
transformation we need desperately.

has been looted. This was supposed to have been your patrimony. The uncomplicated sense
of belonging fully, wholeheartedly, unreservedly, to this country, in all its diversity - that has
been taken from you. Our sense of
ourselves as Malaysians, a free
and united people, has been replaced by a tale of racial strife and
resentment that continues to
haunt us. The thing is, this tale is
false.

You will be told that much is expected of you, much has been
given to you, and so forth. This is
all true. Actually much has also
been stolen from you. Over the last
25 years, much of the immense
wealth generated by our productive people and our vast resources

The most precious thing you have
been deprived of has been your
history. Someone of my generation finds it hard to describe what
must seem like a completely different country to you now. Malaysia was not born in strife but in
unity. Our independence was
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achieved through a demonstration of unity by the people in supporting a multiracial government
led by Tengku Abdul Rahman.
That show of unity, demonstrated
first through the municipal elections of 1952 and then through the
Alliance’s landslide victory in the
elections of 1955, showed that the
people of Malaya were united in
wanting their freedom. We surprised the British, who thought
we could not do this.

Abolish
oppressive
laws
Today, we are no longer as united
as we were then. We are also less
free. I don’t think this is a coincidence. It takes free people to have
the psychological strength to overcome the confines of a racialised
worldview. It takes free people to
overcome those politicians bent
on hanging on to power gained
by racialising every feature of our
life including our football teams.
Hence while you are at this conference, let me argue, that as an
absolute minimum, we should call
for the repeal of unjust and much
abused Acts of Parliament which
are reversals of freedoms that we
won at Merdeka.
I ask you in joining me in calling
for the repeal of the ISA and the
OSA. These draconian laws have
been used, more often than not, as
political tools rather than instruments of national security. They
create a climate of fear.
I ask you to join me in calling for
the repeal of the Printing and Publications Act, and above all, the
Universities and University Colleges Act. I don’t see how you can
pursue your student activism

with such freedom and support
in the UK and Eire while forgetting that your brethren at home
are deprived of their basic rights
of association and expression by
the UUCA. The UUCA has done
immense harm in dumbing down
our universities.
We must have freedom as guaranteed under our Constitution.
Freedom to assemble, associate,
speak, write, move. This is basic.
Even on matters of race and even
on religious matters we should be
able to speak freely, and we shall
educate each other.
It is time to realise the dream of
Dato’ Onn and the spirit of the
Alliance and of Tunku Abdul
Rahman. That dream was one of
unity and a single Malaysian
people. They went as far as they
could with it in their time. Instead
of taking on the torch, we have reversed course. The next step for
us as a country is to move beyond
the infancy of race-based parties
to a non-racial party system. Our
race-based party system is the key
political reason why we are a sick
country, declining before our own
eyes, with money fleeing and
people telling their children not
to come home after their studies.
So let us try to take 1Malaysia seriously. Millions have been spent
putting up billboards and adding
the term to every conceivable
thing. We even have Cuti-cuti
1Malaysia. Can’t take a normal
holiday anymore. This is all fine.
Now let us see if it means anything. Let us see the government
of the day lead by example. 1Malaysia is empty because it is
propagated by a government supported by a racially-based party
system that is the chief cause of
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our inability to grow up in our
race relations. Our inability to
grow up in our race relations is
the chief reason why investors
and we ourselves no longer have
confidence in our economy. The
reasons why we are behind
Maldives in football, and behind
the Philippines in FDI, are linked.
So let us take 1Malaysia seriously,
and convert Barisan Nasional
into a party open to all citizens.
Let it be a multiracial party open
to direct membership. Pakatan
Rakyat will be forced to do the
same or be left behind the times.
Then we shall have the vehicles
for a two party, non-race-based
system.
If Umno, MIC or MCA are afraid
of losing supporters, let them get
their members to join this new
multiracial party. Pakatan Rakyat
should do the same. Nobody need
feel left out. Umno members can
join en masse. The Hainanese
Kopitiam Owners Association
can join whichever party they
want, or both parties en masse if
they like. We can maintain our
cherished civil associations, however we choose to associate. But
we drop all communalism when
we compete for the ballot. When
our candidates stand for elections,
let them ever after stand only as
Malaysians, for better or for
worse. q

Tengku
Razaleigh
Hamzah delivered this
speech on 31 July 2010 at
the Fourth Annual Malaysian Student Leaders
Summit at the Nikko Hotel in Kuala Lumpur

INTERNATIONAL

“America no good;
Russia good!”
Why have the Taliban been able to “rise from the ashes” and
engulf Afghanistan again?
by Bonojit Hussain
n the morning of 8 September, as we approached Bagh-e-Bala in
Central Kabul, the air
was reverberating with angry
cries of “Nara-e-Takbir – AllahO-Akbar”. There were around a
thousand people outside a
mosque. As we sluggishly passed
the crowd, our driver suddenly
yelled, “America No Good, Pakistan No Good. Russia Good,
Hindustan Good”. It was only
then I learnt from my young
Afghani interpreter that people
had gathered outside the mosque
to protest against the plans to burn

O

the Koran on 9/11 in the United
States.
Pastor Terry John of the Dove
World Outreach Centre in
Gainesville, Florida had announced that his church would
hold an “International Burn a
Koran Day” on 11 September. Had
it not been for the global outrage
against his plans to burn the Koran, this obscure pastor from a
church with 30-odd followers
would have gone ahead with his
“International Burn a Koran
Day”, which would have had detrimental effects across the ‘Mus-
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lim’ world.
But it seems that the damage has
been done in Afghanistan. Even
though Pastor John had put his
plans on hold, demonstrators took
to the streets for the fifth day
across Afghanistan on Monday.
Armed with flags, banners and
stones, the demonstrators shouted
“Death to America” and “Death
to the Puppet Karzai Government”.
On Friday, an angry crowd of
around 10,000 people marched
through the streets of Faizabad,

the capital city of Badakhshan
province in north-eastern Afghanistan. The angry demonstrators gheraoed (surrounded) the
Nato base and one person was
killed when Nato soldiers opened
fire in retaliation. On Sunday,
around 500 protestors marched
towards a group of Afghan security forces and pelted stones in
Pul-e-Alam, the capital of Logar
province in Central Afghanistan.
The soldiers opened fire into the
crowd of protesters, killing two on
the spot and seriously wounding
four people.

Rasheed,

the

driver

Abdul Rasheed, our driver, is a
battle hardened Tajik from
Pansheer province – the home of
the legendary Mujahideen general
and Afghan national hero, the late
Ahmad Shah Masoud. Rasheed,
himself, is a veteran mujadiheen
who as a young 20-year-old took
to the guns to fight the invading
Russians (Soviets) way back in
1979. After the Soviets (Russians)
made a retreat, he fought against
the forces of Gulbuddin
Hekmateyer for the prized battle
of Kabul. Later he fought the
Talibans under the command of
General Ahmad Shah Masoud
and remained a faithful
mujahideen soldier until the fall
of Taliban regime in 2001.
Now Abdul Rasheed is 50 years
old and works as a security driver
in Kabul. Not so long ago, he lost
three fingers on his left hand to a
Taliban rocket-propelled grenade
while driving in Ghazni province.
It was well past noon when we
were on our way back. And as we
approached the demonstrating
crowd again, Abdul Rasheed

burst out into a song, “America
no good, Pakistan no good, Iran
no good, Afghanistan no good –
Russia good, Hindustan good good, good, good”. I could clearly
sense that my colleague from
Kyrgyzstan was annoyed as well
as curious. Both of us exchanged
glances and asked Rasheed, “You
fought the Russians for 10 years,
why do you say Russia is good?”
Rasheed keeps mum for a while
and then angrily says, “I fought
the Russians because they invaded my country. But they didn’t
mistreat us like the Americans do.
Whenever they arrested us, they
treated us with dignity and we did
the same.”After another pause, he
says, “They didn’t bomb people”.
Rasheed remained silent again
for some minutes and burst out
again, saying, “The Russians
were not like Americans when
they use to move in a convoy on
the streets.” Now, obviously, he
was venting out his frustration as
a driver and referring to the fact
that today if an American/Nato
convoy moves around, no vehicle
can be closer than 50 metres; failing to maintain that distance
could invite bullets. Now almost
lost in his thoughts, he murmured,
“And the Russians never burnt
the Koran; Al-Qaeda doesn’t exist, America and Al-Qaeda are
synonyms.”
While here in Afghanistan, I have
been trying to find an answer as
to why the Taliban have been able
to “rise from the ashes” and engulf this country again. They have
even penetrated provinces such as
Badakhshan, which they never
controlled or occupied in their
heyday. Rasheed’s answer provided me with some clue.
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What made him glorify the enemy
he himself spent the best years of
his youth fighting against? After
all the Russians were no saints;
their invasion also left hundreds
of thousands dead.
That evening, I asked Danish
Karokhel, the editor-in chief of the
Pajhwok Afghan News - why a
resurgent Taliban? He smiled and
said, “Pakistan, Iran, civilian casualty in the ‘war against terror’;
and stupidity (arrogance) of the
Americans.”
The rest is for us to understand
what happened in Afghanistan
and in history. q
This is an English translation of a
short piece written in Assamese
for the daily Asomiya Pratidin of
Afghanistan.
Post-Script: Many more protesters got killed by armed forces later
while protesting against the
planned burning even after 11 September.

Bonojit Hussain is currently a Research Professor at SungKongHoe University, Seoul. He is also
concurrently programme
officer at the Asian Regional Exchange for New
Alternatives. Prior to
coming to Seoul, he was a
political activist in India
for nearly a decade where
he was involved in social
movements of progressive students working on
environmental issues, informal sector workers’
rights, and university
democratisation.

INTERNATIONAL

Peace

Stars

of

2010

Honouring peace activists from India and Pakistan for their
outstanding work in bridging the international divide
pon nomination by their
colleagues and admirers, the Association for
Communal Harmony in
Asia (ACHA) has decided to
honour Dr. Mohammad Arif, Jatin
Desai, Ashfaq Fateh, Faisal Khan,
Dilafrose Qazi and Awais Sheikh,
all peace and harmony activists
from India and Pakistan,
with the ACHA Peace
Star Award 2010.

U

They now join the ranks
of reputed peace, harmony and human rights
personalities from India
and Pakistan like
Karamat Ali, Sayeeda
Diep, Dr Asghar Ali Engineer, B M Kutty, Dr
Abdul Hameed Nayyar,
Dr Ram Puniyani, Dr
Lenin Raghuvanshi and
Dr Ingrid Shafer from the United
States, who have been honoured
with this award in previous years.
Also for his services to ACHA,
Sharafat Ali of Karachi has been
accepted for the ACHA Award.
The awards are given every two
years. The ACHA Peace Star
Award is given to individuals
(and organisations) that have performed meritorious work in the
promotion of peace and communal harmony, while the ACHA
Award is meant for individuals

(and organisations) that have performed substantial service to
ACHA.
These Awards do not have any
financial value. They have been
set up to recognise some of the
unsung peace and harmony heroes and heroines and those who

have performed substantial
service to ACHA.
ACHA is a 17-year-old, US-based,
non-profit organisation which is
dedicated to promoting peace in
South Asia, and harmony among
South Asians everywhere. More
information about ACHA can be
found at its two websites:
www.asiapeace.org,
and
www.indiapakistanpeace.org
Brief information about this year’s
recipients, in alphabetical order,
is as follows:
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• Dr. Mohammad Arif hails from
Varanasi. Inspired by Gandhian
philosophy he abandoned his
academic career to promote communal harmony, composite culture, secularism and democratic
values.
In this pursuit he has built alliances of Dalits, Tribals
and minority groups;
organised awareness sessions for the media, and
seminars, lectures, conventions, training workshops for peace and harmony workers; and streetplays for the general public; developed training
modules;
published
awareness and training
materials; established a library of resource materials
to facilitate research on
and documentation of sectarian
clashes; and has founded the Centre for Harmony and Peace.
Some of his initiatives have
helped abort severe conflicts in
such communally sensitive areas
as Varanasi and have aided capacity building in other areas.
• Jatin Desai of Mumbai has been
a devoted community activist ever
since his college days. He has persisted in his efforts in spite of
trumped-up charges of attempted
murder and armed robbery

brought against him by his opponents.
He has organised Tribals in
Maharashtra to help them fight for
their land, forest and water rights;
Dalits for their right to draw water from the community well; and
his fellow journalists to struggle
for better wages as well as resistance against curbs on their freedom of expression, threatened by
certain fascist organisations. He
worked for the restoration of peace
during the 1992-93 Mumbai communal riots and bomb-blasts and
helped mobilise secular forces
during the Gujarat genocide of
2002.
For the last 10 years he has been
active in the Pakistan-India
Peoples’ Forum for Peace and Democracy (PIPFPD), and has visited
Pakistan many times, in this regard. To help promote people-topeople contacts and enduring
friendship between India and Pakistan, he has organised many
meetings in Mumbai and Delhi.
Also in 2007, he organised a bicycle march from Mumbai to Pakistan, and helped organise an
India-Pakistan conference “A
Road Map toward Peace” in
Delhi, earlier this year.
Besides, he has been working with
other peace activists on developing a mechanism through which
fishermen, arrested by the two governments, upon accidentally drifting across the maritime boundary
between India and Pakistan, do
not have to languish in foreign
jails, even after they have completed their terms.
Finally, he has been active in the
anti-nuclear movement; is associated with the Gandhian

organisation, Mumbai Sarvodaya
Mandal; and at least once a week
is interviewed on various TV
channels on issues like Indo-Pak
relations, human rights, and freedom of expression. He has been
honoured with the Ram Bapat
award for promoting peace and
social justice through his writings.

from his and other area schools,
to create awareness of issues related to human rights, conflict
resolution, peace, and communal
harmony. Starting in 2005, for five
years, he served as coordinator for
the programmes of the International Young Catholic Student designed to promote peace and harmony.

• Since 1992, Ashfaq Fateh of
Toba Tek Singh has been engaged
in efforts to bring together Muslims and Christians of his area to
work on such issues as the rights
of minorities in Pakistan, the restoration of the joint electorate system, the abolition of the religion
column on the national identity
card, and the amendment of the
discriminatory blasphemy laws
in the Pakistan Penal Code.

To promote peace between the two
neighbours, he participated in a
peace mission to India in August
1998, just after both countries had
conducted nuclear tests. Since
then he has made several peace
visits to India and has welcomed
Indian peace activists in Pakistan.
He has worked on petitions to
ease travel between the two nations.

In his capacity as chairperson for
the Harmony Foundation, he has
inspired programmes in government schools to promote peace, to
discourage gender discrimination,
and to do away with hatred on
the basis of religion.
As principal of a high school, for
the last several years he has
organised activities for students,
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Earlier this year, on 25 June, under the auspices of Aman Ki Asha,
a joint venture of The Times of India and Jang Group of Publication, he led a group of young students to the Indo-Pak Border at
Wagah, where they exchanged
peace messages on kerchiefs with
their Indian counterparts, to mark
the passing of the 2010 Queen’s
Commonwealth Games baton
torch to the other side.

He has served as the national convener of the
Bangladesh-Bharat Pakistan Peoples Forum, national coordinator for
Friends of the United Nations, country representative for Peaceful Schools International, and country
head of Peace Pal International. He has even dedicated his home as Indo-Pak
Peace house. He is leading
efforts in his area, under the
auspices of the Ravi Foundation, to organise the feeding of over 4,000 flood-affected animals.
• A lawyer by professional
training, Faisal Khan of
New Delhi is a key member
of Asha Parivar and National Alliance of Peoples
Movements (NAPM) and is
responsible for organising
and the coordinating their
programmes in the states of
Gujarat, Haryana, Jammu and
Kashmir, and those in north-eastern India.
He has organised several peace
marches and has fasted to draw
people’s attention to the victims
of communal and gender violence, state repression or skewed
development in India. He has led
goodwill missions at the recent
Kumbha Mela and Ajmer Sharif
Urs, where he and his colleagues
discussed with groups of pilgrims
the importance and ways of maintaining communal harmony.
In 2006, he led a peace delegation
to the Kashmir Valley, where he
and his colleagues discussed
with the common people and political leaders the issues confronting them and the way to confront

tancy-hit families.
At times, she was ordered
to close some of her institutions by militants and religious zealots, and at one
time her refusal to act upon
such diktats led to the kidnapping of her father,
brothers, and husband.
Concerned about the future of young people growing up in Kashmir and in
migrant camps in and outside the state, she has endeavoured for HinduMuslim amity. She could
have lived a comfortable
life elsewhere, but she continues to live in Srinagar.

them. Also he has actively campaigned for peace between India
and Pakistan and organised
peace marches from India to Pakistan.

• Awais Sheikh is President of Pakistan-India
Peace Initiatives. Just after
the 2008 Mumbai terrorist
attacks, he organised a
peace demonstration at the
Lahore Press Club, and helped
organise as well as participated
in a peace march at Amritsar.

• Even in the face of attempts on
her life - bullets of the military as
well as militants - Dilafrose Qazi
has persisted in single-handedly
trying to empower women in the
conflict-ridden state of Jammu and
Kashmir.

He has authored Samjhota Express, a book about peace and
friendship between India and Pakistan, which has been translated
in Hindi and Punjabi. As a Punjab
High Court Advocate, he is representing Sarabjit Singh, an Indian
convicted of spying, currently
held in Lahore Central Jail.

In pursuit of this goal, she has established schools for girls, an engineering and technology college
as well as embroidery c1asses for
women, camps for the medical
and psychological treatment of
women battered by the daily violence going around them, a dairy
farm for rape victims, and rehabilitation programmes for mili-

For his services he was designated Ambassador for Peace in
2007. Also he is the only Pakistani
who has twice been honoured by
the Bharatiya Dalit Sahitya Academy with the Dr. Ambedkar International Award. q
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Source: mynews.in

UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL VALUES

Love

God

or

fear

God?

It is love which completely transforms even a most evil character
by Asghar Ali Engineer

here are two different approaches to worship
God for fear and greed or
sheer love and devotion.
Most of us ordinary people worship God either for fear of punishment or greed for reward in
paradise. In Sufi lore, it is said
Rabia Basri, a great Sufi woman
of 2nd century hijrah (eighth century A.D.) was once carrying a
bucket of water in one hand and a
burning torch in the other. When
people saw her they asked, “O!
Rabia why are you carrying this
bucket of water and burning
torch?”

T

She replied, “I want to set fire to
paradise with this torch and put
out the fire of hell with this bucket
of water so that people do not
worship Allah out of greed for
paradise or fear of hell but out of
pure love.” Rabia loved God so

much that she would say, “I have
no time to hate Satan. My heart is
filled with love of God and has no
place even for hate.” This is pure
love and the most meritorious way
of worshipping God.

songs are sung by millions of
people even today. One wonders
at the intensity of love found in
her poetry. It overwhelms us all.

All saints and Awliya Allah
(noble souls, friends of Allah) only
talk of love, not of fear. From India, Rabia’s counter-part is Meera.
She was a great devotee of God in
the form of Lord Krishna whom
she calls by different names –
Girdhar, Gopala, Krshna, Natwar
and so on. She composed verses
in the common people’s language
like Rajasthani, Marwari, Gujrati
Biraj bhasha and so on. She is
greatly loved by people even five
hundred years after her death.

Maulana Rum is another shining
example of love and devotion. He
was a great ‘alim and jurist. He
used to deliver sermons and had
the highest place in the court of
the king. Thousands of disciples
would come to listen to him and
his sermons. He would not have
been known to the world despite
his erudite knowledge if he had
not met one day a Darvesh (mendicant) called Shams Tabriz

It was the love of her Lord which
made her fearless, and she broke
all royal traditions. Her devotion
to her Lord made her renounce everything - her royal palace - and
she took up the life of the common
people
and
moved around
with
sadhus
and sans. Her
royal family put
tremendous
pressure on her,
but she did not
budge. Love really makes one
truly fearless.
Her devotional Rabia Basri
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Transformation

One day, he was delivering his
sermon as usual and a heap of
books, which he used to consult,
lay before him.
The mendicant intruded and
looked at the books and asked,
“What is this?”

Diwan-i-Shams Tabriz

A calligraphic specimen of the Mathnavi

completely transformed him from
an ‘alim to a great sufi saint who
renounced everything, his status
in the Court, his wealth and comfortable living, and he became a
mendicant like Shams.

Maulana Rum

Maulana, annoyed with him, said
you would not know.
Shams Tabriz looked at the books
again and they caught fire.
Maulana Rum said, “What is
this?”
And Tabriz replied, “You would
not know.”
Maulana understood that this
mendicant was no ordinary person and went after him. Shams

He became restless in love and
composed many ghazals (love poems), which were collected as
Diwan-i-Shams Tabriz. And subsequently he wrote his epic, the most
revered Mathnavi, in several volumes which came to be known as
the Qur’an in Persian. It is one of
the world’s classics. It was love,
devotion to Allah, that made him
immortal. Like Meera, he was so
engrossed in love that he would
say my only identity is love, not
any religion, region, not even
earth and heaven.

Inducing

fear

On the other hand. those who
emphasise fear of God, usually the
priests and theologians, in fact
generate hatred for all others, and
ultimately, through this fear of
God, they want to establish fear
of their own authority in their followers. They try to induce fear in
us of hell fire and how we will be
punished if we do not obey their
authority. It is true the Qur’an
does talk of hell fire but it is for
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hardened sinners who have refused to give up oppressing others, who are arrogant of their
wealth and power.
For ordinary sinners, Allah is a
great pardoner, reconciler and He
is Merciful. His love and Mercy is
ever flowing for those who repent
and are ready to be good. One
should seek this Mercy and Grace
through love and devotion. It is
love which completely transforms
even a most evil character. Those
who realise the power of love, like
Meera and Maulana Rum, never
hesitate to renounce love of power.
It is the love of power, arrogance
and wealth which leads to all the
evils in the world, and it is the
power of love which negates all
these evils and makes this world
a paradise. Now it is for us to go
for love or for fear. One who loves
is truly fearless and indeed it is
love which is God and it is God
who is love. q

Asghar Ali Engineer is associated with the Centre
for the Study of Society
and
Secularism
in
Mumbai.
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As a result, very little information
was available to the public on the
personal side of SP. Like DR, SP
was fond of liquor and was also a
heavy smoker, averaging no less
than four packs a day. His inner
circle of close friends, which included the leaders of the PPP and
his counter-parts in the legal profession, readily testified to his
warm and easy going ways which
often culminated in a thunderous
burst of laughter. It was common
knowledge that despite his hectic
daily schedule, SP did his best to
be available to the people at his
office at the Municipal Chambers,
which literally became his second
home.
SP was first and foremost an outstanding British-educated lawyer,
perhaps one of the best the nation
has ever produced. Civil law was
his forte. Together with DR, an
equally eloquent and much feared
criminal lawyer, their professional services were very much
sought after. Both brothers fea-

Fan Yew Teng: Faced
disqualification.

tured prominently in numerous
high-profile cases in the country.
Their remarkable talent and extraordinary contributions as legal
practitioners are well documented
in the annals of the Malaysian Bar
Council.
Till today, the
Seenivasagam brothers are still
fondly remembered and respected
by the legal community. Once, a
rumour went round that SP had
been offered a judgeship on more
than one occasion but he turned
it down.
Dato NH Chan

Among the most memorable court
appearances featuring SP was the
Rahman Talib corruption case in
1964 where DR was sued for libel
and slander by the then Education Minister. SP was engaged as
the defence counsel for the co-respondent, one Abu Bakar, the
businessman who tipped off DR
on corruption allegations against
the minister. (DR himself was defended by a young up-and-coming barrister by the name of Chan
Nyarn Hoi, better known today as
Dato N H Chan, an eminent and
respected retired judge of the
Court of Appeal.) The minister
lost the case (and his job too) and
the subsequent appeal the following year.
Another case that attracted national interest was the Fan Yew
Teng sedition appeal in 1971.
Fan, then a Democratic Action
Party (DAP) MP for Kampar, faced
possible disqualification from
Parliament as he had earlier been
convicted in the Sessions Court
under the Sedition Act for publishing an offensive article in the
party’s newsletter. In the hearing
at the Federal Court, SP success-
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fully argued the appeal for Fan on
the grounds of technicality. The
court concurred with SP and ordered a fresh trial. The rest, as they
say, is history.
A rare occasion when SP’s private
life caught public attention was
in October 1965 when he married
the former Miss N Danapakia
Devi from a well-known family of
lawyers from Seremban. (Datin
Seenivasagam died of a heart attack in 2006 at the age of 72). SP
was then in his late forties. Prior
to this, the Seenivasagam brothers were among the most eligible
bachelors in the country. SP was
conferred a Datoship by the late
Sultan Idris Shah of Perak in 1964,
an honour seldom bestowed on
an opposition personality even to
this day. The Dato Seri title was
awarded in 1972.
Senior citizens and those in their
fifties may recall that for a very
brief period in 1973, Belfield Street
and Hugh Low Street, two busiest streets in Ipoh were originally
renamed Jalan S P Seenivasagam
and Jalan D R Seenivasagam re-

dance record in Parliament, however, was rather dismal, averaging about five per cent. His opponents capitalised on this glaring
weakness during pre-election rallies and other public gatherings but with minimal effect as
Menglembu was a stronghold of
the PPP during that time due to
the Seenivasagam brothers’ immense popularity.

Hugh Low Street was renamed Jalan Sultan Iskandar.

spectively in one of the earlier
road-renaming exercises. At that
time, the naming or renaming of
roads within the municipality
was the prerogative of the Ipoh
Municipality and it had been the
council’s policy to grant such a
privilege to serving municipal
councillors as well, irrespective of
party affiliation. Thus we have
Jalan Megat Khas, Jalan Chew
Peng Loon, Jalan Yin Choo Han,
Jalan Chan Swee Ho, Jalan S A
Lingam, Jalan R C M Rayan (all
situated in the Ipoh Garden housing estate), Jalan Leong Boon
Swee and a few more in other parts
of Ipoh. The first two mentioned
councillors were from the opposition Alliance while the rest were
from the PPP.
But in this instance involving the
names of the Seenivasagam brothers, the renaming was met with
stiff opposition from certain quarters. To avoid further escalation
of the controversy and being a true
gentleman, SP voluntarily withdrew his consent to use his name
for the road which subsequently
became known till today as Jalan
Sultan Yussuf. But SP told a press
conference that the municipal

council would appeal to the state
gpvernment to retain the name of
his late brother in place of Hugh
Low Street. The appeal was however turned down. Hugh Low
Street was subsequently renamed
Jalan Sultan Iskandar. It was
ironical that whilst his municipal
colleagues had roads named after them long before this outcry,
the president himself was unreasonably denied this honour.

Opposition

luminary

SP was elected to Parliament as
the representative for Menglembu
in the first general elections in
post-independent Malaya held in
1959. He also won the state seat
of Kuala Pari in the Perak State
Legislative Assembly the same
year. Both these two seats were
successfully retained by SP in the
subsequent general elections in
1964 and 1969.
As a parliamentarian, SP was
ranked among the luminaries of
the Opposition Bench in the infant days of the nation’s Parliament. Indeed both SP and DR left
their indelible foot-prints in our
parliamentary history. SP’s atten-
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To be fair to SP, he was never found
wanting when important bills affecting the nation were discussed
in Parliament. He participated
actively in the debates relating to
the Internal Security Act Bill in
1960, the Constitutional Amendment Bill, which saw the separation of Singapore from Malaysia
in 1965, the controversial Constitutional Bill relating to the
Sarawak Council Negri crisis in
1966 and the contentious National
Language Bill in 1967. All his
speeches in unequivocal support
of the stand taken by DR were
crisp and concise and reflective of
the hopes and aspirations of the
people.
Many observers believe that SP
chose to remain in the shadow of
DR in the discharge of their parliamentary duties out of sheer respect for the latter’s position as the
party leader. Not one to relish
undue media attention, SP never
attempted to steal the limelight
when DR was still around. In
spite of his own enormous personal attributes as a shrewd and
distinguished lawyer, SP took
great pains to ensure that the celebrity status enjoyed by his flamboyant brother in Parliament was
never in jeopardy at any time.
Most importantly, SP would also
go down in history as one of the

Ipoh City Hall today

Municipal
Council
president

envy of other local governments
in the country. The monthly council meetings were opened to the
public. Widely known for its efficiency and caring attitude to the
people, municipal by-laws and
regulations were initiated and
executed in a most humane manner; and corruption in any form
was practically unheard of.

SP is best remembered as the first
and only elected President of the
Municipal Council of Ipoh, the
precursor to the present day
Dewan Bandaraya Ipoh. The PPP
initially won control of the Ipoh
Town Council (ITC) in the late
1950s. The status of the ITC was
elevated to that of a municipality
in 1962, and in the last local government elections held not too
long after, the PPP won 16 out of
the 18 wards up for grabs. Under
his able and dynamic leadership,
the Ipoh Municipality became the

The assessment rate for landed
properties within the municipality was kept low with hardly any
upward revision during SP’s tenure. Conservancy services (removal of night-soil under the old
bucket system) in the town area
and surrounding new villages
were carried out diligently and
regularly, and rubbish was never
allowed to accumulate to unsightly proportions. The streets
of Ipoh were swept every morning, and malfunctioning traffic
lights never left unattended.

handful of opposition parliamentarians who courageously stood
up and opposed the highly sensitive Constitutional Amendment
Bill, which removed the parliamentary immunity of MPs in
1971.
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Drains were regularly cleansed,
and grass in fields and other
open spaces periodically trimmed
thus keeping the mosquito menace at bay. Ipoh came to be acknowledged as the cleanest town
in Malaysia during SP’s tenure
and held that well-deserved distinction for many years.
To alleviate the housing problems
of the poor, the low-cost Waller
Court Flats with modern sanitation facilities were built in
Kampong Java and let out for a
nominal monthly rental. The
main beneficiaries were the squatters, the hawkers, the coolies, the
trishaw pedallers and other deserving members of the local community. This was followed by
another housing project, the
Sungei Pari Towers in the Silibin
area near Buntong. The Ipoh Municipality also initiated the Star
Park housing estate near

Kampong Simee, aptly named after the party’s symbol, the unmistakable six-pointed star in bright
red colour.
Recreational activities were encouraged and actively promoted.
In the days before the completion
of the Perak Stadium and other
sporting complexes, the Ipoh
Padang, the Coronation Park
(now renamed Taman D R
Seenivasagam), the Perak Chinese
Recreation Club (PCRC) Ground
off Jalan Chung Thye Phin and
the Jalan Abdul Jalil field in
Greentown served as the venues
for various football clubs and divisions. The Ipoh Municipality
had a team of their own in the First
Division and produced some notable players who made it to state
and national levels. SP’s term of
office in the municipality coincided with the good old days of
sporting glory in the country
where Malaysian sportsmen and
women excelled in many sports
internationally.

Agonising
predicament
The sudden death of DR on 15
March 1969 was a severe blow to
the PPP as the country was about
to go to the polls. In fact, barely
two weeks later, Parliament was
dissolved to pave the way for new
elections. DR had, in the last few
months of his life, initiated and
successfully negotiated with the
newly-formed Gerakan Rakyat
Malaysia (Gerakan) and the DAP
a common understanding to
avoid splitting the opposition
votes in Penang, Perak and
Selangor.
With this electoral pact in place,
SP led the PPP to its best ever per-

SP Seenivasagam, the President of the Municipality of Ipoh, addresses a
group of industrialists in Hong Kong in Nov 1962.

formance in the 1969 general election, winning four parliamentary
seats and 12 seats in the Perak
State Legislative Assembly. The
DAP won six state seats and the
Gerakan two but with Gerakan’s
abstention, the combined PPP/
DAP total was a little short of a
working majority to form the state
government. Hence for the next
two years or so, both parties continued their cooperation in the
state assembly and were seen to
take a common stand on most issues. When Parliament was reconvened in late 1970 after a 17month suspension, SP was elected
Deputy Opposition Leader of the
new Parliament. (the late Mohd.
Asri Muda of Pas took the leadership role. The DAP stayed away.)

SP's

and the Sarawak United People’s
Party (SUPP) respectively. Such
co-operation at state level was
originally intended to be in effect
only until the next general election. At that time not many
people, including SP himself, had
any inkling that Tun Abdul
Razak, the then prime minister,
had plans to crystallise this maneuvering of opposition parties
into an enlarged Alliance – the
present day Barisan Nasional
(BN). Many people attributed this
apparent oversight or unawareness on SP’s part to his lack of
political acumen. They opined
that had DR still been alive and
being a far more astute politician
than SP, such an overture by the
prime minister would have been
rejected outright in the first place.

Predicament

SP’s agreement to form a coalition
government with the Alliance
Party in Perak in early 1972 took
the nation completely by surprise.
This announcement came about
not too long after similar arrangements were made in Penang and
Sarawak involving the Gerakan
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The voters of Ipoh and
Menglembu in particular were totally astounded and incensed by
SP’s action. Never in their wildest imaginations had they expected the PPP to join hands with
the Alliance, their archrivals for
nearly two decades. Public reaction was loud and swift with the

DAP leading the onslaught. Almost overnight,
the PPP and the DAP became deadly foes. Relations
between both parties deteriorated further in the next
two years and reached its
climax at the next general
elections in August 1974.
By then, the BN had already
been registered to supersede the Alliance; and the
PPP was part of the coalition. The much-awaited
clash between the PPP and
the DAP had finally arrived.
With the benefit of hindsight, it is not difficult to Razak
comprehend SP’s predicament. The agonising fact of an imminent mandatory acquisition of
the Ipoh Municipality by the state
government hung over his head
ever since the federal government
declined the recommendations of
the Athi Nahappan Commission
Report on local government. The
only way to circumvent the surrender of the Ipoh Municipality
was to be a part of the ruling government. In other words, the PPP
had no choice but to be an integral part of the BN in order to continue its administration of the
Ipoh Municipality. Partnership at
state level was not enough. A local daily reported that Tun Razak
himself gave an ultimatum to SP
in a private telephone call one
morning sometime before the
1974 general elections. The daily
quoted the prime minister as saying that “with or without the PPP
in the BN, the state government
would
take
over
the
municipality”or words to that effect.
It is therefore erroneous to infer,

speaks volumes of the man.
SP was fully aware that his
decision to join the BN
would not go down well
with some of his party leaders and members, let alone
the people whose mindset
had all along been opposition inclined. Nevertheless,
SP was hopeful that the
people would understand
the logic of his decision
and see the situation from
a totally different perspective. Unfortunately, this
was not to be.

gave an ultimatum to SP.

as suggested by some reports, that
SP initiated the move to join the
BN on his own volition so as to
retain control of the Ipoh Municipality. As a responsible leader,
SP was determined not to let the
people down knowing full well
that a state government-appointed
municipal council would not be
able to provide the same standard
of services for the people. SP could
have relinquished his post as municipal president in despair and
devoted his time to his flourishing legal practice. After all, his
monthly allowance as municipal
chief was nothing to shout about
vis-à-vis the responsibilities that
went with the job. The long hours
spent at the municipal chambers
effectively meant a substantial
loss of his professional income.
Strictly speaking, he had nothing
to lose personally by opting out.

Never
the
same
again
That he chose not to abandon his
people at such a turbulent time
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SP was nominated to defend his Menglembu parliamentary seat and also his
state seat of Kuala Pari under the BN ticket using its nowfamiliar “dacing” symbol. In the
former, he faced a formidable opponent, Fan Yew Teng, the man
he once “saved” in the Federal
Court three years earlier. Although most people predicted a
very close fight for the Menglembu
contest, SP was defeated by a big
margin in a three-cornered tussle
which included an independent
candidate. More humiliating was
the loss of his state seat at the
hands of a complete unknown, a
lowly-educated shop assistant.
SP was totally devastated by his
shocked defeats. Party insiders
recalled the pathetic sight of SP
breaking down in tears when the
election results were known. In
his moment of anguish, SP was
seen clutching a framed photograph of DR close to his chest.
That was the lowest point in his
whole political life. He was absolutely heart-broken. It was also
the beginning of the end for the
PPP.
Notwithstanding his personal

disappointments, SP put up a
bold front and continued to perform his duties as the municipal
president with the same degree of
fervour and dedication. He was
still convinced that the people of
Ipoh and in other parts of the Kinta
Valley had made a wrong choice
by rejecting the BN (read PPP) at
the polls. Painful though it may
have been, SP remained magnanimous throughout this ordeal by
accepting the verdict of the people
graciously. Never once did SP use
words like “ungrateful” or other
similar equivalent to describe the
voters whom he had served so
faithfully and conscientiously for
nearly two decades. Ever an optimist, SP was confident that the
PPP, like the proverbial phoenix,
would rise again from the ashes
of its worst electoral set-back at the
next general election.
On 1 March 1975, SP was appointed a senator by the government. Exactly two months later,
he was re-appointed to his position in the Ipoh Municipality by
the Perak state government. Despite his stoical appearance in
public, SP was never his same jo-

vial self again and kept to himself
most of the time. His ill health
which had dogged him for a long
time took a turn for the worse soon
after; and SP had to seek frequent
medical attention outside Ipoh.
He passed away peacefully following a heart attack at the official residence of the president of
the Ipoh Municipality along Tiger
Lane in Ipoh on 4 July 1975 at the
age of 58, less than a year after his
electoral defeats, a broken man
indeed. He left behind his wife,
Datin Seri Seenivasagam. The
couple had no issue.
Recognition for the man finally
came, albeit a little too late. Nearly
two months after SP’s demise, the
road fronting my alma mater, the
St. Michael’s Institution was renamed Jalan S P Seenivasagam as
a fitting tribute to the man who
was largely instrumental for the
success of Ipoh – the town he
loved so much. Sadly, it was also
the town that rejected him in his
most critical hour.
In conclusion, I wish to re-produce an excerpt from a media
statement issued by lawyer and

MP Karpal Singh on 13 March
2007 which may shed some light
on people’s perception of SP’s socalled biggest error of judgement:
In 1975, I had occasion to speak
to Datuk S.P. Seenivasagam who
told me that the PPP joined the Alliance after the 1969 elections because of the impact on him of the
May 1969 racial riots which
caused bloodshed and loss of
property. It was a sincere move by
Datuk S.P. Seenivasagam.
Many Malaysians share Karpal’s
observation. Isn’t it a pity that
Dato Seri SP Seenivasagam
should go down in history as such
a greatly misunderstood politician after having given his all to
Ipoh?
May his soul rest in peace with
DR and all his other loved ones.
Amen. q
Andrew Lin, whose hometown is Ipoh, is a retired
bank manager currently residing in Sydney.

Jalan SP Seenivasagam fronts the venerable St. Michael's Institution.
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The
much
politician

misunderstood

Isn’t it a pity that S P Seenivasagam should go down in
history as such a greatly misunderstood politician after
having given his all for Ipoh?
by Andrew Lin
ri
Padhmaraja
Seenivasagam, fondly
known as SP, was the
other half of the famous
Seenivasagam brothers of Ipoh,
the other being D R Seenivasagam
(DR). Both men were brilliant
lawyers and founder members of
the Perak Progressive Party in
1953. The party changed its name
to the People’s Progressive Party
(PPP) two years later. SP was generally perceived as the quieter of
the two; a man of few words, at
least during the time when his
younger firebrand sibling was the
president of the PPP and concurrently the Member of Parliament
for Ipoh. SP himself was the MP
for the adjacent constituency of
Menglembu in the heart of the
Kinta Valley.

S

Despite the frequent comparisons
made between them by the local
media, the Seenivasagam brothers’ genuine concern for the welfare of the people, especially the
poor and the needy, was never in
doubt. It was precisely this trait
in SP that prompted him to make
what most people at that time considered his biggest blunder in his
long and illustrious record of
public service – the fatal decision

SP Seenivasagam

DR Seenivasagam

to join the Barisan Nasional (BN)
in 1974 so that the PPP could continue serving the people of Ipoh
through the administration of the
municipal council of Ipoh (the
Ipoh Municipality).

the role of a strategic planner
while DR time and again dominated the headlines as a fierce and
harsh critic of the then Alliance
government. SP only came to the
fore upon the untimely death of
DR in early 1969, barely two
months before the nation’s third
general election. The racial riots
of May 13, which took place immediately after the election,
changed the entire course of the
nation’s history.

Outstanding

lawyer

In the heyday of the PPP between
1957 and 1969, SP was the vicepresident of the party. Although
credited by many as the “brains”
behind the success of the party,
SP remained in the background
during that golden era, playing
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